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Dynamics of laser-ablated MgB2 plasma expanding in argon probed
by optical emission spectroscopy
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We have used time and space-resolved optical emission spectroscopy to study the expansion dynamics of the
plasma generated by pulsed laser ablation of solid targets of the recently discovered superconducting MgB2

into a background Ar gas at different pressures. Our analysis clearly indicates that, above a fixed pressure,
plasma propagation into Ar leads to both the formation of a shock wave, which causes a considerable increase
of the fraction of excited Mg atoms, and the simultaneous reduction of the kinetic flux energy of the ablated
atoms. These results have then been analyzed in the framework of a simplified gas dynamic approach for the
description of free-plume self-similar expansion and of a point-blast-wave model to account for the interaction
of the plume with the Ar ambient gas, thus obtaining full support and a sound physical interpretation of our
experimental observations. Finally, we have related our conclusions to the general problem of the optimization
of the thin-film deposition of laser-ablated materials, with particular emphasis given to the specific case of
MgB2 , which is of great, present interest.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.224503 PACS number~s!: 74.70.2b, 81.15.Fg, 52.50.Jm, 52.50.Lp
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the expansion of material into an ambi
background is an important issue of gas dynamics1–3 and is
of interest to many research disciplines such as mate
research,4,5 fluid dynamics,2 chemical physics,6,7 and others.
In the case of pulsed laser ablation and deposition~PLD! of
materials, the study of the plasma expansion dynamics in
gas environment is of fundamental importance because
quality of the deposited films is critically dependent on t
range and profile of the kinetic energy and density of
ablated plume.4,8 Consequently, the observed differences
plume dynamics when ablation occurs with and witho
background gases is of crucial importance and this has o
nated a great amount of experimental and theoret
work.9–12 In all instances, the background gas acts as a re
lator of ablated plumes energetics and strongly determ
the composition and dynamical behavior of the plume ma
rial that is ablated from a solid target and deposited o
substrate. Eventually, the complex process of the plume
pansion into an inert gas lends itself as a powerful mean
control and optimize the film-growth process by varying k
experimental parameters such as laser fluence, ta
substrate distance, and nature and local pressure of an a
ent gas into the deposition chamber. A clear example of
has been given in Ref. 13, where it was found that energ
components of the plume may cause damage to grow
films and that this can be controlled, to a certain extent,
the pressure of an ambient gas.14 An analytical study of this
phenomenon was then given in Ref. 12.

Recently, there have been reports onin situ as-grown su-
perconducting MgB2 thin films deposited by PLD in an ar
gon buffer gas.15,16 The binary intermetallic compoun
MgB2 has a transition temperature approaching 40 K, wh
makes it intermediate between the families of low- and hi
0163-1829/2003/67~22!/224503~11!/$20.00 67 2245
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temperature superconductors and potentially attractive
technological applications in the temperature range 20
K.17,18 In particular, while in situ deposition of epitaxial
MgB2 films is required for the realization of many electron
applications, such as Josephson junctions and heteros
tures, the high volatility of magnesium makes the deposit
of superconducting MgB2 thin films a quite difficult task.

The studies of Refs. 15 and 16 indicated that the amb
Ar atmosphere influences to a great extent MgB2 laser abla-
tion and deposition processes, and can favor, under ce
experimental conditions, the deposition of superconduct
thin films of good quality. Nonetheless, a clear understand
of how the background Ar pressure influenc
MgB2-laser-produced plasma kinetics and dynamics at a f
damental level is still lacking.

From the perspective of controlling MgB2-film-growth
processes and in an effort to elucidate the basic phys
mechanisms influencing gas phase chemistry and expan
dynamics, we have undertaken a detailed study of Mg2

laser ablation in an Ar ambient gas. In particular, among
different techniques devised to study the plume produ
during laser ablation, we have used optical emission sp
troscopy, which has been proved particularly suitable for
analysis of the evolution of the plume composition and
netics, since the emitting species are present for much lon
times than their corresponding lifetimes, due to reexcitat
mechanisms within the expanding plasma.8,19,20

We have thus carried out time- and space-resolved inv
tigations of the emission spectrum of the plume produced
pulsed laser ablation of a MgB2 target irradiated at differen
Ar ambient pressures. Our investigation was first focused
the identification of the strongest emission lines from exci
species in MgB2-laser-ablated plasmas over a broad spec
range~200–700 nm!. Once the emitting species were iden
fied, time-resolved optical spectroscopy was used to map
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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temporal and spatial evolution of selected chemical spe
as a function of the ambient Ar gas pressure. We have t
analyzed the experimental results by considering a simpli
gas dynamical approach which makes use of energy con
vation for the description of free-plume self-similar expa
sion, whereas a point blast wave model has been adopte
account for the interaction of the plume with the ambie
gas.21 The outcome of our spectroscopic analysis clearly
dicates that, above a fixed pressure, plasma propagation
Ar leads to both the formation of a shock wave, which cau
a considerable increase of the fraction of excited Mg ato
and the simultaneous reduction of the kinetic flux energy
the ablated atoms. These results can be very usefully rel
to the optimization of the MgB2-thin-film deposition process

The approach to the description of a laser-ablated plu
into a background gas we propose is particularly versa
simple, and rapid if compared to long,ab initio gas dynamics
numerical calculations and has the great merit of providin
much more direct physical evidence of the role played by
buffer gas. Although approximated, our analysis has p
duced numerical predictions which turn out to be in go
agreement with features observed in actual experiments

This paper is organized in five sections. The experime
setup and results are discussed in Secs. II and III, res
tively. Section IV contains the gas dynamics modeling of
process and the comparative interpretation of the experim
tal findings. Finally, the summary and conclusions are giv
in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENT

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig
In our experiments, a XeF excimer laser (l5351 nm) was
used to produce ablation of a stoichiometric MgB2 target.
The laser output beam, with a pulse duration of'20 ns@full
width at half maximum~FWHM!#, was focused onto the
MgB2 target with a single pulse energy density of 3 J cm22.
The target was mounted on a rotating holder and placed
vacuum chamber evacuated to a residual pressure
1028 mbar. During the experiments, the chamber was fil

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. See text for full details.
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with Ar gas and the pressure was varied in the ran
1024– 1 mbar.

The bright plasma emission from a selected spatial reg
was collected through a side window at right angles to
plume expansion direction. A system of collimating and f
cusing lenses (L1 and L2) produced a 3:1 correspondenc
between the sampled area of the plume and the image.
of the plume image was selected by a 0.1(w)38(h) mm2

diaphragm ~D! and imaged~with a spatial resolution of
'300mm! onto the entrance slit of a 0.25-m monochroma
~Jobin-Yvon, HR250! equipped with a turret of two inter
changeable gratings~1200 groves/mm, 100 groves/mm
maximum resolution'0.05 nm!.

The plasma optical emission characterization includ
both spectral analysis of all the emitting species in the sp
tral range 200–700 nm and the time-resolved measurem
of selected lines. In the first instance, the variation of
plasma emission as a function of the Ar pressure at differ
distances from the target surface was monitored by coup
the exit slit of the monochromator to an ICCD camera op
ated in the vertical binning mode of the CCD array to obta
spectral emission intensity versus wavelength. In order
record the emission spectrum in the largest wavelength ra
we acquired the spectra with the 100 groves/mm grating.
1200 grooves/mm grating was then used to obtain a m
reliable and fine identification of the most significant lines
the investigated spectral range. The identification of
emitting species was accomplished by standard data a
able in the literature.22 The overall spectral resolution of th
system in this configuration was about 0.4 nm.

In the time-resolved measurements, the monochrom
was coupled, through the movable mirror~M!, to a photo-
multiplier tube~PMT! to track the temporal evolution of se
lected spectral lines of excited Mg and B atoms and io
The signal wave forms were acquired by a 500-MHz digit
ing oscilloscope triggered by a fast photodiode collecting
light scattered by the laser beam focusing lens. The temp
profile of the fluorescence at a fixed distance was obtai
by averaging multiple laser shots~typically 100! to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present experiment we varied the buffer gas pr
sure in the range 1024– 1 mbar, observing a correspondin
variation in the plume color and shape, in agreement with
qualitative observations reported in Refs. 15 and 16 durinin
situ PLD of MgB2 thin films. In particular, in our experimen
tal conditions, a green plume was produced close to the
get at an Ar pressure lower than 131022 mbar. Then, by
increasing the background gas pressure in the rang
31022– 1 mbar, a long and bright sky-blue plasma plum
was observed, the plume being more confined for larger p
sures. Since the concentration of the excited species in
plume is proportional to the intensity of the spectral lines,
observed changes in the plume emission can be related t
evolution of the plume composition and kinetics of the e
cited species in the ejected vapor.

In the following subsections the experimental results o
3-2
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DYNAMICS OF LASER-ABLATED MgB2 PLASMA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 224503 ~2003!
tained by optical emission spectroscopy of the MgB2 plume
expanding in Ar at different background pressures and
different distancesd from the target surface are presented

A. Time-integrated emission spectroscopy

Figure 2 compares the spectra from the MgB2 plume for
different Ar background pressures at a representative
tance of 5 mm from the target surface. Each spectrum
been normalized to the total collected emission light int
sity registered at that pressure to provide the relative yield
the different species. The most intense Mg and B lines
served are summarized in Table I. The broad peak in the
around 285 nm is due to the overlapping of the spectr
very close emission lines of excited B and Mg atoms a
ions present in such a region, unresolved by the 1
grooves/mm grating.

The spectra mainly consist of neutral B and Mg lines~B I

and Mg I!, with some contributions from their excited ion
~B II and MgII!, and the plume emission in the visible ran

FIG. 2. Optical emission spectra of MgB2 plume at different
pressures of the Ar buffer gas, ford55 mm.

TABLE I. Electronic transition, lifetimet, wavelengthl, and
species of the emission lines used in this study.

Species l ~nm! Configuration t ~ns!

B I 249.7 2s23s 2S-2s2p 2P0 2.8
Mg I 285 3s5d 3D-3s3p 3P0 12.3

3s5d 1D0-3s2 1S 2.0
Mg I 309 3s4d 3D-3s3p 3P0 5.9
Mg I 383 3s3d 3D-3s3p 3P0 2.4
Mg II 448.1 4f 2F0-3d 2D0 2.2
Mg I 517 3s4s 3S-3s3p 3P0 9.6
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can be mainly ascribed to MgI and MgII. In particular, while
at low buffer pressure~up to '1021 mbar) the contribution
from the MgI 517 nm (3s4s 3S-3s3p 3P0) green line to the
emitted visible light is larger than that of the MgII blue line
at 448.1 nm (4f 2F0-3d 2D), this last line strongly in-
creases as the buffer gas pressure grows up, becoming a
an order of magnitude larger than the green line at the la
pressures. Thus this feature fully accounts for the chang
color of the plume emission as a function of the Ar pressu

Another interesting feature of the spectra of Fig. 2 is t
absence of any sizable emission ascribable to molec
bands, which rules out a significant presence of molecu
compounds in the plume. Thus the variation of the plu
emission as a function of the Ar background pressure can
totally related to excitation and ionization mechanisms
volving the elemental species which contribute to the visi
plume.

In Fig. 3 the yield of the Mg excited atoms and ions as
function of the Ar background pressure is reported, at a d
tance of 5 mm from the target surface. We observe that b
Mg I and MgII yields show a steep increase above a press
of '731022 mbar, indicating the presence of a mechani
promoting excitation and ionization of the Mg species abo
such a pressure. This highlights the significant role played
the Ar buffer in determining the plasma dynamics by infl
encing the excitation and ionization equilibrium between d
ferent excited species.

B. Time-resolved measurements

To better elucidate the plume dynamics in an Ar enviro
ment by discriminating between the possible differe
mechanisms at a fundamental level~such as collisional exci-
tation and ionization, plume heating, etc.! responsible for the
increase in the atomic excitation observed at higher Ar pr
sures, the evolution of selected species was analyzed
time-resolved optical spectroscopy. In the following the e
perimental results relative to BI ~249.7 nm!, Mg I ~383 nm!,
and MgII ~448.1 nm! lines are reported.

FIG. 3. Yields of Mg atoms and ions as a function of the
background pressure at a distanced55 mm from the target surface
The lines are a guide for the eye.
3-3
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In Figs. 4 and 5 the emission intensity temporal profi
obtained from the MgI 383 nm and BI 249.7 nm lines,
respectively, observed at two different distances~3 and 7
mm! from the target surface are shown. The temporal f
tures observed for the 383 nm MgI line are quite similar to
that observed for other MgI spectral lines.

In Fig. 4~a! the spectral emission of MgI at 3 mm from
the target surface shows the appearance of a considerab
at longer times by increasing the pressure from 531023 to
231021 mbar. A similar behavior is observed ford
57 mm~b!, with the emission tail extending up to'70 ms at
231021 mbar. Similar findings can be observed in Fig.
for B atoms, although the long tail in the emission intens
appears at slightly larger background pressures~>0.5 mbar!.

Figure 6 shows the spectral emission profile from
448.1 nm MgII line for two different distances from th
target surface, at a pressure of 231021 mbar. Also for this
species, by passing from 3 to 7 mm, we can appreciate
appearance of a delayed component in the emission inte
distribution.

FIG. 4. Emission intensity temporal profile of the MgI atoms at
383 nm at various Ar pressures and for two distancesd from the
target surface: ~a! d53 mm and~b! d57 mm.

FIG. 5. Emission intensity temporal profile of the BI atoms at
249.7 nm at various Ar pressures and for two different distanced
from the target surface: ~a! d53 mm and~b! d57 mm.
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In Fig. 7 we report the integrated emission yield of MgI

~383 nm! and MgII ~448.1 nm! as a function of the distanc
d from the target at different Ar background pressures. T
integrated yield, obtained by considering the whole area
der the emission profile, gives an indication of the amoun
excited species which will be deposited on a substrate
cated at a distanced from the target surface. We observe a
increase in the excitation of both the Mg atoms and ions
the pressure increases. In particular, at an Ar pressure
31021 mbar the emission signal due to the 383 nm MgI

line @Fig. 7~a!# registered at larger distances from the targe
considerably bigger than that relative to 531023 mbar. A
similar behavior is followed by the 448.1 nm MgII line @Fig.
7~b!#. This observation is in good agreement with the d
obtained by time-integrated optical emission spectrosc
and reported in Fig. 3, and clearly shows that the Ar g
environment strongly affects the population kinetics of M

FIG. 6. Emission intensity temporal profile of the MgII atoms at
448.1 nm at two different distancesd from the target surface for an
Ar background pressure of 231021 mbar.

FIG. 7. Integrated emission line intensity as a function of t
distanced from the target surface for different Ar pressures:~a!
383 nm MgI line and~b! 448.1 nm MgII line. The lines are a guide
to the eye.
3-4
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DYNAMICS OF LASER-ABLATED MgB2 PLASMA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 224503 ~2003!
atoms and ions for pressures of'1021 mbar at distances o
some mm from the target surface.

The integrated yield of the 249.7 nm BI line is shown to
be only slightly influenced by the Ar buffer gas at all th
pressures investigated. This different behavior of the 24
nm B I line with respect to the investigated Mg spectral lin
can be ascribed both to the longer mean free path of B at
in Ar buffer gas with respect to Mg~see Table II! and to
radiation trapping effects as the corresponding transitio
coupled to the ground state.

C. Plume expansion in a background gas

In ns laser ablation, the evaporation of material is due
high initial heating rate, which mainly produces a neut
vapor. The subsequent coupling of the laser pulse with
nascent vapor results also in extensive ionization of the
lated material and free-electron production.8,23Therefore, the
plasma plume consists of ions, electrons, and neutrals.
ions have, typically, higher kinetic energies than neutra
since their expansion is influenced by space-charge effec
addition to pressure gradients. Nevertheless, the presen
energetic neutrals in the plume is also observed due to
recombination of energetic ions.

The collisional dynamics taking place during plume e
pansion into the background gas also affects the plu
chemical kinetics. In this respect, it is worth reporting th
the mean free path of the emitted atoms—Mg, for instanc
with kinetic energies of several tens of eV in an Ar bac
ground scales from few tens of cm at 1023 mbar to few mm
at 1021 mbar and to tenths of mm at 1 mbar~see Table II!, as
estimated by using the equations reported by Westwoo24

Thus, in our experimental conditions, the expansion dyna
ics of the ejected species is influenced by collisions with
buffer gas atoms on propagation distances of the order
few mm for Ar pressures in the range 1021– 1 mbar.

In our experiment, we observe a revival of excitation a
ionization of the plume species at larger pressures, as
ported in Figs. 3 and 7. Since the lifetime of the excit
states investigated, reported in Table I, is always of the o
of tens of ns, the observed increase of optical emission
tensity can only be due to processes occurring during plu
expansion. These processes lead to a transfer of energy
direct motion to internal degrees of freedom of the expa
ing particles, influencing the plume population kinetics. T

TABLE II. Average values of the mean free paths for the o
served species in the plume at the different Ar pressures inv
gated.

pg ~mbar!

Mean free paths~mm!

Mg I B I Mg II B II

531023 38 69 89 191
731022 2.7 4.9 6.3 14
231021 0.95 1.7 2.2 4.8
631021 0.32 0.57 0.7 1.6
1.3 0.15 0.26 0.3 0.73
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energy transfer can basically occur through shock-w
~SW! formation and consequent plume heating and inela
collisions with buffer gas atoms. Such mechanisms will
briefly analyzed below.

Shock waves have been widely employed in the desc
tion of plume expansion into an ambient gas.4,10,25,26 The
formation of a SW—and the consequent plume heating
depends critically on a number of factors such as molec
weight of plume and background species, ambient gas p
sure, initial plume velocity, and density. In typical PLD co
ditions the plume expands at supersonic speed and the
tion rate is usually high enough for SW formation at ambie
pressures of the order of 0.1–1 mbar, as observed by di
ent authors for various experimental conditions.25–28 More-
over, experiments and simulations on Si~whose mass and
radius are close to that of Mg! in Ar have shown that just few
collisions are necessary to slow down the plume, ther
leading to a shock wave at background pressures of the o
of '0.1 mbar.12

Position-time plots of the leading edge of the plume em
sion and of the emission intensity maximum have be
largely used to investigate PLD plume propagation into
ambient gas in the presence of a SW,10,25–28 although, in
reality, the temperature increase behind the shock fr
changes the population of the excited states of atomic s
cies. In fact, the emission intensityI (d) is related to the
density of the plume atoms,r(d), through the relation

I ~d!}r~d!exp2
Eu

kBT~d!
, ~1!

where T(d) is the temperature at the distanced from the
target andEu is the energy of the upper level of the optic
transition. Since in a SWr increases going from the plum
center to the front, whereasT is a decreasing function ofd,
from Eq. ~1! it follows that the emission maximum does n
coincide with the shock front; rather, it is located behind it29

Although a rigorous analysis of such an effect would requ
a very complex modeling of the plume dynamics, we c
estimate the difference between the actual position of
shock frontR and the distancedM at which maximum emis-
sion intensityI M is detected by considering the simplifie
case of an ideal spherical point blast wave undergoing a s
similar expansion. In this last case, by using the density
temperature profile for a monoatomic gas,21 shown in Fig.
8~a!, and assumingEu'6 eV, as is the case for the 383 n
Mg transition, we obtain the intensity emission distributio
reported in Fig. 8~b!. This figure clearly shows that even at
temperature as low as 0.5 eV the position of the emiss
intensity maximumdM is only shifted by a factore'0.1
with respect to the shock-front position. As discussed in
following section, a temperature of the order of 1 eV is
reasonable estimation in the conditions of our experime
thus leading toe'0.05. Since our optical emission measur
ments have been carried out at distances from the targe
the order of some mm~typically 3–7 mm!, an actual spatial
shift between the observed emission intensity maximum
the shock front of only'300 mm can be inferred.

-
ti-
3-5
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Owing to the above reported considerations, there will
a delay Dt between the instant at which the shock fro
reaches the distanced, tR , and the instant at which the max
mum in the emission intensity temporal profile is observ
with respect to the laser pulse,tM . This delayDt can be
approximately worked out in the ideal case of a spher
point blast wave,21 when the relation between the distance
the shock front from the point of explosion,R(t), and the
time t is of the kind R(t)}t2/5 ~see Refs. 21 and 30!. As
previously discussed, when moving from the shock front
ward, the maximum emission intensity is found after a d
tance of the order ofeR(t), and this distance has been tra
eled by the SW at a speed'Ṙ(t). Thus,

Dt'
eR

Ṙ
5

5

2
etR , ~2!

which leads to

tM'S 11
5

2
e D tR . ~3!

Although obtained in the case of an ideal point bla
wave, Eq.~3! highlights both the direct proportionality be
tween tR and tM and that (Dt/tR) is typically pretty small
~'0.1, fore50.05). This makes the emission intensity ma
mum a reliable parameter to investigate the plume dynam
in background gas.10,28

FIG. 8. ~a! Temperature and density profile for an ideal po
blast wave~Ref. 21! and~b! emission intensity profile derived from
Eq. ~1! for three different temperaturesT(R) at the shock frontR:
T(R)50.5 eV ~dotted line!, T(R)51.0 eV ~solid line!, and T(R)
51.5 eV~dashed line!, in the case of an ideal point blast wave. T
arrow indicates the flow of time at a fixed distanced.
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D. Effects of collisions

In Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! the dependence of the distanced
from the target on the timetM at which the maximum in the
emission intensity temporal profile is observed with resp
to the laser pulse is shown, for different Ar pressures,
both Mg I and B I. For the MgI emission line the results
obtained at pressures smaller than 1021 mbar show an al-
most linear dependence over the whole range of distance
which emission could be detected~triangles and solid
squares!, as shown in the inset of Fig. 9~a! where the time
interval 0–1ms has been magnified for clarity. On the co
trary, when the Ar pressures exceed'1021 mbar ~open
circles!, the dependence is no longer linear ford larger than
3 mm. Similar features were observed for the other Mg em
sion lines studied. The velocities obtained from the slo
(d/tM) in the linear region are'23106 cm/s for Mg neu-
trals and'3.03106 cm/s for Mg ions. The behavior ob
served at larger pressures is, thus, consistent with the p
ence of a slowing down effect on these atoms by the amb
atmosphere, as also reported by other authors.10,26–28

For the B I emission line@see Fig. 9~b! and inset#, the
velocity in the linear region is'1.53106 cm/s, while the
braking effect of the ambient atmosphere is not obser
until a pressure of about 631021 mbar is reached, and a
distances of about 5 mm, consistent with the longer m
free path of B atoms in Ar background gas.

Then, we observe a sharp increase oftM at larger pres-
sures and distances~the slope of thed-tM curve decreases!,
which constitutes a clear indication of a slowing down of t
plasma expansion dynamics with respect to the fr
expansion behavior registered at low pressures and short
tances.

The sharp increase oftM above a certain distance at larg
pressures is consistent with a shock-wave-like dynamics

FIG. 9. Distanced from the target vs timetM at which the
maximum in the emission intensity profile is observed, for the~a!
Mg I 383 nm line and~b! B I 249.7 nm line, at different Ar pres
sures: ~open triangles! pg5531023 mbar, ~solid squares! pg57
31022 mbar, ~open circles! pg5231021 mbar, ~open squares!
pg5631021 mbar, and~solid circles! pg5531021 mbar. The in-
sets show an enlarged view of the firstms.
3-6
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in the region where the revival of excitation is observed.
fact, the formation of a shock wave produces a redistribut
of kinetic and thermal energy between the plume and
ambient gas, resulting in a significant transformation of p
ticles flux velocity into plume thermal energy. This leads
the heating of the plume with the consequent revival of
cited species populations experimentally observed.

Actually, even inelastic collisions between atoms cou
produce excitation and ionization of one or both collidi
particles. In particular, for a head-on collision between
atom of massMc traveling with a kinetic energyEk and a
stationary particle of massMg , the maximum fraction of
energyf which can be transferred from the atom into intern
energy of either colliding species is given by

f 5
DEk

Ek
5

Mg

Mc1Mg
, ~4!

which, for instance, in a collision between Mg and Ar, lea
to f '62%. Since the energy required for Ar excitation a
ionization is quite larger than the excitation and ionizati
energy of Mg, collisional-induced excitation and ionizatio
of Mg are more probable than for Ar by this mechanis
Nevertheless, given the rapid slowing down of the plu
atoms observed in Fig. 9, although inelastic collisions co
be of importance at small distances from the target, t
cannot explain the excitation and ionization revival observ
at larger distances from the target surface for high ba
ground pressures. In fact, at several mm from the target
face, where we observe a maximum in the degree of exc
tion for Mg @see Fig. 8~b!#, the plume slowing down effec
reduces the particles kinetic energy to values at wh
collision-induced excitation and ionization are not effecti
anymore. This is due to the large number of collisions w
the background gas atoms, as evidenced by the small ave
mean free path at high pressures~see Table II!.

IV. GAS DYNAMICS OF PLUME EXPANSION
AND SHOCK-WAVE FORMATION

In PLD energetic particles are generated close to the
get and are accelerated away from the surface by pres
gradients. In high-vacuum conditions and when the part
mean free path is larger than the characteristic length of
experiment, the plasma plume expands adiabatically and
reaches an inertial stage, where almost all energy depo
in the produced plume is transformed in kinetic energy~free
plume!. An analysis of this regime can be obtained by us
self-similar profiles of plume thermodynamic variables sa
fying gasdynamics equations under the condition of ene
conservation.21,31 On the other hand, the hydrodynamics
laser-produced plasma expansion in background gases
been modeled in different ways, depending on the pres
range. For the early stages and at low pressures the scatt
of ablated species by gas atoms is usually described in te
of a viscous effect.4 At high pressures, when the mean fr
path of the expanding particles is low enough for differe
collisions to occur, the formation of SW’s has been expe
mentally observed4,10 and theoretically modeled.32

A simplified analysis of the free-plume regime can
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obtained by considering the conservation of energy~thermal
plus kinetic! for a hemispherical plume expansion. In th
case, the densityrp and pressurepp profiles, which satisfy
the equations of gasdynamics, for a monoatomic
~namely, heat capacity ratiog55/3), are given by31,32

rp~r ,R!5
16M p

p2R3 F12S r

RD 2G3/2

, ~5!

pp~r ,R!5
256Ep

15p2R0
3 S R0

R D 5F12S r

RD 2G5/2

, ~6!

with the velocity profile inside the plume expressed as

vp~r !5r
Ṙ~ t !

R~ t !
, ~7!

where r is the radial coordinate,M p and Ep the mass and
energy of the plume, andR0 and R the plume radii before
expansion and at timet, respectively. Equations~5! and ~6!
have been obtained by considering that the hemisperical
can be derived from the spherical expansion equation by
ing the doubled energy and mass of the plume.31,32

As the initial plume radiusR0 is of the order of the lase
waist on target—i.e., a few tens of microns—the conser
tion of energy is given by

Ep5Ek1Eth5
1

2 ER0'0

R~ t !
rp~r ,R!vp

2~r ,R!2pr 2dr

1
3

2 ER0'0

R~ t !
pp~r ,R!2pr 2dr, ~8!

whereEk andEth are the kinetic and thermal plume energie
respectively. By using Eqs.~5! and ~6!, expression~8! takes
the form

Ep5 3
16 M pR̈21EpS R0

R D 2

. ~9!

After a short time, the plume expands inertially andR
becomes much larger thanR0 . Then the thermal energyEth
becomes much less than the kinetic energyEk , leading to

Ep' 3
16 M pṘ25 3

16 M pv f
2, ~10!

v f being the plume expansion velocity in the inertial stag
This result shows that the plume expansion velocity
vacuum can be related to the ablated mass and to the en
initially stored in the nascent plasma. For instance, in
experimental conditions, the release of a few nanogram
material, at an irradiation energy of a few mJ, leads to plu
velocities of the order of 106 cm/s, as indeed observed.

A rigorous treatment of plasma plume expansion in
buffer gas and, above a certain pressure, shock-wave fo
tion requires a more complex modeling and numerical ana
sis with respect to the free plume. Therefore, instead of us
numerical approaches, one can consider a simplified ana
based on analytical expressions for shock-wave forma
and dynamics. In particular, point-blast-wave~PBW! equa-
3-7
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tions have been largely employed to describe the plume
pansion into a buffer gas.4,10,21,32 According to the PBW
model, the relation between the position of the shock fr
from the point of explosionR and the timet is expressed as30

R~ t !5S aE

rg
D 1/~n12!

t2/~n12!, ~11!

whereE is the energy released in the explosion andrg is the
density of the undisturbed buffer gas, whilen and a are
parameters assuming the valuesn53, 2, and 1 anda
51.175, 1.015, and 1.845 for spherical-, cylindrical-, a
plane-wave propagation, respectively. In particular,E is an
energy, an energy per unit length, and an energy per unit
for spherical, cylindrical, and planar propagation, resp
tively.

We point out that the initial ablated particles provide t
energy for the shock-wave generation through collisions w
the ambient gas atoms, which finally lead to plume therm
ization. Thus, the particle energy distribution becomes m
and more isotropic, giving rise to the approximately hem
spherical behavior of the shock-wave propagation obser
in a number of PLD experiments25,26,33 and considered in
theoretical modeling.32 In the case of hemispherical expa
sion, Eq. ~11! can be rewritten in terms of the blast-wav
energy released in the explosionE, which as usual can be
assumed equal to 2 times the hemispherically expand
plume energyEp , and the background gas pressurepg , as

R~ t !5jS Ep

pg
D 1/5

~cgt !2/5, ~12!

where j is a dimensionless constant, which forg55/3 as-
sumes a value of'1, andcg is the sound speed in the un
disturbed buffer gas.

In the SW regime, the high-pressure expanding plu
compresses the surrounding buffer gas acting as a pis
The adjoint mass of the ambient gas at the plume periph
produces a braking effect on the expanding particles, res
ing in large deviations with respect to the free expans
when the mass~pressure! of the gas surrounding the leadin
edge of the plume is comparable with the plume mass~pres-
sure! itself.21 Thus a distance-related pressure threshold
ists for plume slowing down. Assuming a hemispherical e
pansion of the plume, an approximate distance-rela
pressure relation can be derived by this condition: nam

2
3 pRSW

2 rg'M p , ~13!

RSW being the distance above which a shock wave is form
at the background densityrg . By using Eq.~10!, the condi-
tion ~13! can be reexpressed in terms of the buffer gas p
surepg :

RSWS Ep

pg
D 21/3

'S 8

gp D 1/3Fv f

cg
G22/3

. ~14!

This shows that in the dimensionless variabled
5R(Ep /pg)21/3, the shock-wave formation starts at a po
which depends on the ratio between the free-plume flux
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locity v f and the sound speed in the buffer gas,cg . More-
over, by introducing the dimensionless time variablet
5tcg(Ep /pg)21/3, the PBW expansion is described by

d'jt2/5, ~15!

while the free-plume dynamics is given by

d5S v f

cg
D t'xt. ~16!

In our case, we observev f5(2.160.1)3106 cm/s, lead-
ing to x'65 and to the following conditions for SW forma
tion in dimensionless variables:

dSW'731022,

tSW5@~v f /cg!213dSW#'131023, ~17!

for g'5/3. In our experimental condition, a transition to
braking regime above a distanced'4 mm for an Ar pressure
pg'1021 mbar is observed. Plugging these experimen
values into Eqs.~13! and ~10! leads to a plume energyEp
'1.8 mJ and to an ablated massM p'20 ng, respectively.
These values have been used to compare the experimen
observed distance-time relations discussed in Sec. III to
analytical plume dynamics expressed in terms of the dim
sionless variablesd-t of Eqs.~15! and ~16!.

Figure 10 shows thed-t plot obtained from the data o
different Mg lines. The data clearly show that initially th
plume follows a free expansion@Eq. ~16!#, then enters a
blast-wave regime@Eq. ~15!# for d>dSW andt>tSW. At the
beginning of this stage the compressed ambient gas is he
and an external shock wave forms. In this respect it is wo
noting that such a regime persists until the produced
remains strong: i.e., the plume energy~thermal plus kinetic!
is comparable with the energy transferred to the surround

FIG. 10. Distance-time plot of the MgI experimental data in
dimensionless variables. The dotted lines describing the free-pl
@Eq. ~15!# and blast-wave@Eq. ~16!# dynamics in our experimenta
conditions are also shown. The dashed horizontal and vertical l
show the point where the transition to the PBW regime takes pla
The arrows indicate the values corresponding to plume stoppin
3-8
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compressed gas, and the plume boundary and the surro
ing gas travel close to each other.

At the same time, the compressed buffer gas heats up
expanding plume to a temperature higher than that of fr
plume expansion. The heating up of the plume results in
enhancement of the excitation and ionization experiment
observed at larger Ar pressures and longer distances from
target surface, as discussed in Secs. III and IV. The heatin
the plume starts near the contact surface, where collis
between plume particles and buffer gas atoms occur. Su
quently, while the plume kinetic energy decreases, the ex
nal shock wave detaches from the plume boundary and
generates into a sound wave. Then, when almost all
energy initially stored in the plume is converted in a sou
wave propagating into the buffer gas, the hydrodynamic m
tion of the plume stops and the plume atoms thermalize w
the ambient gas. At this stage, the motion of the abla
particles proceeds as a random walk into the ambient
~diffusion!. This regime~plume stopping! starts above a dis
tanceRst such that the following condition is satisfied:

2
3 pRst

3rgcg
2'Ep , ~18!

which in dimensionless variables reads

dst5tst5S 3

2gp D 1/3

'0.66. ~19!

The plume stopping regime lower limitsdst andtst have
been indicated in Fig. 10 by arrows. Before the plume st
ping regime is reached, the plume dynamics changes f
the PBW behavior (d}t2/5) to a different time dependenc
with the exponent decreasing from 2/5 to 0, a value wh
corresponds to plume stopping. This further slowing down
the plume can be observed in Fig. 10 fort larger than
'1022 and before the plume stopping regime is reached
is worth stressing the satisfactory agreement between the
perimental data and the theoretical lines describing
plume expansion in the free-plume and PBW regimes,
well as between the theoretical and experimental values
responding to the transition between the two dynamic
gimes. This represents a key point of the physical interpr
tion of plume expansion in a background gas, in typical P
experimental conditions.

The significant increase of the plume internal energy e
denced by the larger amount of excited and ionized spe
shown in Figs. 3 and 7, which is due to SW formation a
consequent plume heating, can be discussed by consid
the properties of the shocked region as representative o
compressed plume-gas system. For a strong shock, the
pressed front of the blast wave has a temperatureTSW, a
densityrSW, and a thicknessDR, respectively, given by21

TSW5
2g

g11 Fg21

g11
M211GTg , ~20!

rSW5
g11

g21
rg , ~21!
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DR5R
g21

3~g11!
, ~22!

M being the Mach number,Tg and rg the temperature and
density of the undisturbed gas, andR the position of the
shock front for a spherical propagation, respectively. In
dimensionless variables of Eq.~15!, the Mach number corre
sponds toḋ(t)5Ṙ/cg .

From Eq.~20! an estimate of the order of magnitude
the temperature in the shocked region can be obtained. In
experimental condition, we observe a Mach numberM as
high as 25 in the free-plume–shock-wave transitiont
5tSW), which rapidly decreases at later times. Withg
55/3, we obtain an average temperature^TSW&'1 eV in the
region of strong SW (1023<t<1022, in Fig. 10!. Such a
temperature is much higher than the free-plume tempera
at the same distance from the target~typically a few tenths of
eV,34,35! thus evidencing a significant plume heating. Th
leads to a degree of excitation and ionization compara
with that typically obtained at the end of the laser pulse clo
to the target. Moreover, the shocked region has a densit
the order of'4 times that of the undisturbed gas, which, f
pg'1021 mbar, leads torSW'1016– 1017 particles cm23.
At this density and temperature, the degree of excitation
ionization results from the balancing between electron
pact ionization and excitation and radiative recombinat
processes~coronal equilibrium!.36 As an example, if we con-
sider a hydrogenlike behavior of the Mg atoms, such a b
ance would lead to a degree of ionization of'10%, i.e.,
much larger than that present at the same distances in
vacuum or low background pressures. This explains the
crease of more than an order of magnitude of the MgII

emission line observed in Fig. 2 by increasing the buffer g
pressure frompg'1023 mbar to pg'0.5 mbar, as well as
the large reexcitation of neutral species.

Finally, since the excitation state and kinetic energy of
impinging atom greatly influence the process of thin-fi
formation, the mechanisms we have observed can be of
portance for the deposition of superconducting as-gro
MgB2 films, as well as of other materials. In fact, energe
particles can cause resputtering largely influencing the gr
ing film stoichiometry, especially for the most volatile el
ments, like Mg in MgB2.11 Thus, while the slowing down
effect of the ambient gas contributes to reduce the releas
Mg from the deposit, the arrival of a larger extent of excit
and ionized species on the growing film enhances surf
atomic mobility, thus favoring thin-film growth at lower sub
strate temperatures, due to an increase of the thermal en
released in the impact region.

In particular, the distance-related pressure threshold
ported in Eq.~14! for SW formation shows that the sam
behavior will occur at larger distances from target for low
Ar buffer pressures, if the SW formation conditions are fu
filled. Then, for different target-to-substrate distance value
buffer gas pressure interval optimizing the amount of plu
atoms arriving on the substrate with a higher degree of in
nal excitation energy and a lower kinetic flux energy can
found. This observation is in fairly good agreement with t
experimental findings of Ref. 16 where deposition of a
3-9
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grown MgB2 superconducting thin films was successfu
obtained only for Ar buffer pressures of the order of a fe
times 1022 mbar, with a target-to-substrate distance of'15
mm, at laser fluences comparable to that used in the pre
work. Moreover, in such experimental conditions a bl
plume was formed, in agreement with the results that
as-grown superconductive MgB2 films are deposited when
shock wave develops during the plume expansion in the
buffer gas. In this respect it is worth observing that, cons
ering constant all other parameters exceptR andpg , Eq.~14!
predicts a target-to-substrate distance of the order of 3 ti
that at which we observe shock-wave formation and plu
excitation and ionization in our experimental condition
when passing from a few tenths of mbar topg
'1022 mbar, a value which is in a fairly good agreeme
with the deposition condition reported in Ref. 16.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Time- and space-resolved optical emission spectrosc
has allowed us to study the expansion dynamics of la
plumes ablated from MgB2 solid targets into an ambient A
buffer at different pressures. Our experimental results h
clearly highlighted the influence of the background Ar g
pressure on both plume kinetics and dynamics. We have
served a strong increase in the degree of excitation of
atoms and ions at Ar pressures higher than about 1021 mbar.
This increase, which is coupled to a slowing down effect
the ambient gas which drastically reduces the flux velocity
plume atoms, has been related to the formation of a sh
wave causing a considerable plasma heating.
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We have analyzed our findings in the frame of a simp
fied gas dynamic approach for the description of free-plu
self-similar expansion and of a point-blast-wave model
account for the interaction of the plume with the Ar ambie
gas, thus obtaining full support and a sound physical in
pretation of the experimental observations. Since the exc
tion state and kinetic energy of an impinging atom grea
influence the process of thin-film formation, the mechanis
we have observed and their physical interpretation bear
nificant consequences to the problem of the optimization
the deposition process. Although approximated, our
proach has produced numerical predictions which turn ou
be in very good qualitative and quantitative agreement w
features observed in the actual experiment. Beyond its s
plicity, our method has the merit of evidencing the physic
role of the quantities involved in the process and has allow
us to obtain a very reasonable estimation of pressures
distances values at which the free plume generates a s
wave or it is stopped.

In fact, the suggestions put forward by our analysis
terms of optimal background gas pressures and targe
substrate distances are in good qualitative and quantita
agreement with recent works where deposition of as-gro
MgB2 superconducting thin films was successfully obtain
only for Ar buffer pressures of the order of a few time
1022 mbar, with target-to-substrate distances of about
mm ~see Refs. 15 and 16, for example!.
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